[Examination of scanning technique for lung cancer screening with helical CT].
As a new application of helical CT scanning we evaluated the parameters for lung cancer screening with an extremely low doses and large helical pitch. On the phantom studies, the image quality obtained with the low dose parameter was not inferior to that of the usual screening technique but artifacts were increased with the large helical pitch. A scanning technique using 120 kv, 40-60mA, 10mmth, 20mm/ sec, and a reconstruction pitch of 2 was used for lung cancer screening (screening parameters) (50 cases), and comparison was made between the detectability of the screening parameters and the routine parameters (120 kv, 200mA, 10mmth, 10-13mm/sec, and a reconstruction pitch of 1-1.3). Detectability with the screening parameters was as follows: nodular lesions (< 5mm in size: 76%. 5-10mm: 90-93% 10mm < 100%), linear lesions: 94-95%, infiltrations: 93-100%. There were no false negative lesions, when the reconstruction pitch of the screening parameters was changed from 1 to 0.25. In conclusion, reconstruction pitch had the most influence on lesion detectability.